















DNA 4 A,T,G,C ( )
(1) $A\Leftrightarrow T,$ $G\Leftrightarrow C$ (2)
( ) Transition mutation
( )
Normal denaturalization Anormal naturalization








hJ ?$\alpha\check$ i ::l’i $\downarrow$
Transttion mutation











$|$ $P^{/_{D}\backslash }|_{||}^{/^{NF}\backslash _{N}}$
The dog sleeps on the sofa
















(I)DNA :DNA 0,$0^{*}$ :
Example 1( )
$\{\{\{\{\ldots.\}\cdot\}\}\}$ $\mathfrak{Q}$ 000.....0 $*$ 0 $*$ 0 $*$ $\mapsto$
Example 2








degree 1 degree 3












(1) Transposon od degree1(2)Transposon degree 2,3
(5) : :
(1) Subsititution mutation (2) Transition mutation
5.















(1) 3 (1) (3)








Step 2: $^{}$.Trmposon, Transition mutation, mutation
primary sentence reduce
Step2




I recognize the color red
I saw that my cat was killed
. If the weather is fine, I will go pick$-$nick
My cat Was klNed
$+$
lsaw It
1 saw that my cat was killed If the weather is fine,
$|\dot{w}||$ o $p1$ -ni
(1)
primary sequence $Aa_{\text{ }}$
(2) $r_{my}$ cat was ki led
rl saw that...






transposon ( ?) ([6])
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